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The X-ray crystal structure of squid-type diisopropyl¯uoro-

phosphatase (DFPase) has been re®ned to a resolution of

0.85 AÊ and a crystallographic R value of 9.4%. Crystal

annealing improved both the mosaicity and resolution of the

crystals considerably. The overall structure of this protein

represents a six-bladed �-propeller with two calcium ions

bound in a central water-®lled tunnel. 496 water, two glycerol

and two MES buffer molecules and 18 PEG fragments of

different lengths could be re®ned in the solvent region. 45 of

the 314 residues have been re®ned with alternative orienta-

tions. H atoms have been omitted from disordered residues.

For the residues of the inner �-strands, H atoms are visible in

a normal Fo ÿ Fc difference map of a hydrogen-de®cient

structure model. The 208 most reliable residues, without

disorder or reduced occupancy in their side chains, were ®nally

re®ned without restraints. A subsequent full-matrix re®ne-

ment cycle for the positional parameters yielded estimated

standard deviations (e.s.d.s) by matrix inversion. The thus

calculated bond lengths and bond angles and their e.s.d.s were

used to obtain averaged bond lengths and bond angles, which

were compared with the restraints applied in the preceding

re®nement cycles. The lengths and angles of the hydrogen

bonds inside the antiparallel �-sheets of the DFPase structure

were compared with data averaged over 11 high-resolution

protein structures. Torsion angles were averaged according to

angle types used as restraints in X-PLOR and CNS and

subsequently compared with values obtained from 46 high-

resolution structures. Side-chain torsion angles were also

classi®ed into rotamer types according to the Penultimate

Rotamer Library. Moreover, precise dimensions for both

Ca2+-coordination polyhedra could be obtained and the

coordination of one Ca2+ ion by an imidazole N atom was

con®rmed. This statistical analysis thus provides a ®rst step

towards a set of restraints that are founded completely on

macromolecular data; however, 10±20 additional protein data

sets of comparable accuracy and size will be required to obtain

a larger statistical base, especially for side-chain analysis.
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1. Introduction

In a previous study (Scharff, Koepke et al., 2001), we presented

the structure of squid ganglion DFPase at a resolution of

1.8 AÊ . Furthermore, we have described the ability of this

enzyme to hydrolyze organophosphorus triesters by cleaving

their PÐF bond and proposed a catalytic mechanism based on

nine different point mutations close to the catalytic site.

Recently, details of the crystallization and handling of

DFPase crystals that diffract to atomic resolution were

presented (Koepke et al., 2002). Data collection, re®nement of

data to 0.85 AÊ resolution and preliminary results were



described. The mean bond lengths of 11 backbone and C�ÐC�

bond types labelled according to Engh & Huber (1991) were

compared with their respective restraints. At that time, only

insigni®cant differences were found compared with the

restraints and data from another high-resolution protein

structure (Longhi et al., 1998).

The 25 �-strands of the squid ganglion DFPase are folded

into six twisted antiparallel �-sheets surrounding a central

tunnel and forming a sixfold �-propeller structure (Fig. 1). The

innermost �-strands are almost parallel to the tunnel axis,

which corresponds to a pseudo-sixfold axis. The outer

�-strands, however, are oriented nearly perpendicular to the

tunnel axis. A low-af®nity and a high-af®nity calcium-binding

site have been found in the tunnel. One end of the tunnel is

blocked by a short helical turn. At the other end, the low-

af®nity calcium (Ca1) was found to be part of the active site.

The high-af®nity calcium (Ca2) is completely embedded in the

centre of the tunnel and is believed to stabilize the propeller

fold. It is octahedrally coordinated by two protein O atoms,

three water molecules and, most remarkably, by an N atom

from the side chain of a histidine residue. The ultrahigh

resolution obtained in this study was required to unambigu-

ously con®rm this unusual coordination between Ca2 and

His274 N�1.

Since protein structures of such ultrahigh resolution well

below 1 AÊ are still rare, the data obtained from DFPase have

been used for the ®rst time in a detailed statistical analysis of

all kinds of geometrical data, i.e. bond lengths, bond angles,

torsion angles, lengths and angles of hydrogen bonds and

coordination lengths of the metal ions. This wealth of data can

now be compared with the corresponding data found in the

literature, in order to test the respective restraints against

which protein structures with lower resolution are usually

re®ned. Therefore, in Appendix A we demonstrate the

important role that accurate restraints play for the crystallo-

graphic re®nement of biological macromolecule structures.

Until now, restraints used in crystallographic re®nement

programs have been based only on small-molecule structures

that cannot fully re¯ect the special conditions inside a protein.

At present, a suf®cient amount of ultrahigh-resolution protein

data has already been collected to obtain protein-based

restraints, which are presumably better suited for the aims of

biocrystallography. To this end, we demonstrate here the high

accuracy that is provided by data obtained from only a single

ultrahigh-resolution structure.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. X-ray data collection and processing

Crystals of the squid ganglion DFPase were grown by the

hanging-drop vapour-diffusion technique. Crystallization in

the presence of 12%(w/v) PEG 6000 and 0.1 M MES buffer

has been described previously (Scharff, LuÈ cke et al., 2001). To

minimize the mosaicity and to increase the resolution limit,

the crystals were annealed several times (Samygina et al.,

2000). Data were collected at the EMBL Hamburg Outstation

(beamline BW7B) to a resolution of 0.82 AÊ and processed

with MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992) to a resolution of 0.835 AÊ . The

data from four different crystals were required to obtain a

complete data set, since the highest resolution re¯ections

decayed after about 100 images. A total of 210 frames from

three crystals diffracting to the highest resolution were used.

For all other data, the resolution was cut to either 0.86 or

0.91 AÊ . Low-resolution data to 1.5 AÊ were added from all four

crystals used, leading to an overall completeness of 93.8% and

77.8% completeness for the highest resolution shell (0.835±

0.85 AÊ ) (Table 1). Finally, structure factors were calculated by

employing TRUNCATE from the CCP4 package (Colla-

borative Computational Project, Number 4, 1994).

2.2. Refinement

At ®rst, re®nement was performed using REFMAC5

(Murshudov et al., 1999), starting from the model deposited in

the Protein Data Bank under accession code 1e1a. Subse-

quently, the model was re®ned against diffraction intensities,

with H atoms de®ned according to standard geometry using a

parallelized version of SHELX97 (Diederichs, 2000; Sheldrick

& Schneider, 1997). In addition, anisotropic temperature

factors and a diffuse solvent correction (Moews & Kretsinger,

1975) were applied at a maximum resolution of 0.85 AÊ . As a

consequence, more details appeared in the solvent region and

between each re®nement round 2Fo ÿ Fc and Fo ÿ Fc

electron-density maps were inspected using the graphics

program XTALVIEW (McRee, 1999). New water molecules

were added by identi®cation of peaks >3� in the Fo ÿ Fc

difference density map with a geometry suitable for hydrogen
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Table 1
Summary of crystallographic data.

Unit-cell parameters
a (AÊ ) 43.1
b (AÊ ) 81.8
c (AÊ ) 86.5
V (AÊ 3) 305128

Space group P212121

Molecules per AU 1
Molecular weight (Da) 35079
Amino acids 314
VM (AÊ 3 Daÿ1) 2.188
Solvent content (%) 43.8
BWilson² (AÊ 2) 5.9
Highest resolution (AÊ ) 0.835
Unique re¯ections 264417
Overall completeness³§ (%) 93.8 (7.7)
Completeness, highest resolution shell³§ (%) 77.8 (1.8)
Atoms re®ned 5410
Solvent molecules

Water 496
Glycerol 2
MES buffer 2
PEG fragments 18

Rsym} (%) 6.5
Rcryst³ (%) 11.1 (9.4)²²
Rfree³³³ (%) 12.8 (11.1)²²

² BWilson is an average temperature factor. ³ For all re¯ections to a resolution of
0.85 AÊ . § I/�(I) is given in parentheses. } Rsym =

P
hkl

P
i jIi ÿ hIij=

PhIi, where Ii is
the intensity of the ith measurement of re¯ection hkl and hIi is the average intensity of a
re¯ection. ²² R values for Fo > 4�(Fo) is given in parentheses. ³³ Rfree is calculated
from 1% of the measured unique data that were not used during re®nement.

§§

§§
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bonding, eventually resulting in a total of 496 water molecules

(Table 1). Based on the size and electron density of some

peaks accounting for water molecules in the 2Fo ÿ Fc maps, it

became necessary to reduce their occupancy in several cases.

In 18 cases, it was possible to introduce PEG fragments of

different length into the re®nement process at positions where

water molecules were connected by positive difference

density. We have found eight ethylene glycol molecules

(EDO), two di(hydroxyethyl)ether molecules (PEG), two

triethylene glycol molecules (PGE), three 1,2-dimethoxy-

ethane molecules (DXE), two 2-methoxyethanol molecules

(MXE) and one 1-ethoxy-2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethane (ME2)

molecule. For two such areas, a glycerol molecule (GOL) was

the better ®t and ®nally two MES buffer molecules [2-(n-

morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid] could be identi®ed and

re®ned in the solvent region (Fig. 2). The above molecule

names and three-letter abbreviations in parentheses are

identical with the heterogroup names listed in PDB entry 1pjx.

45 residues and 17 water molecules have been re®ned with

alternative orientations. Backbone atoms were re®ned in two

orientations for the following residues: 1±3, 216±217 and 311±

313. In residues with alternative orientations or reduced

occupancy, no H atoms have been added to the model.

With H atoms de®ned according to standard geometry in

the riding positions, Rfree improved by 1.3% to a value of

12.9%, while Rcryst improved by 1.2% to 11.2%. In a ®nal

round of re®nement, restraints for the 208 most reliable resi-

dues were removed, resulting in a marginally improved Rcryst

of 11.1% and indicating that no major changes had occurred.

The subsequent blocked full-matrix least-squares cycle for the

positional parameters improved Rfree to 12.8%. The matrix

inversion yielded estimated standard deviations (e.s.d.s) for

the re®ned parameters, from which the e.s.d.s for bond lengths

and bond angles could be calculated. For the 47 (53) different

bond-length and 86 (97) bond-angle restraints used in

SHELX97, weighted mean values and weighted standard

deviations were calculated from the data of 208 unrestrained

residues. The values in parentheses take into account

restraints for different protonation states of histidines. Accu-

rate distances could also be calculated for the two Ca2+-

coordination polyhedra.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Quality of the electron-density map supporting the
Ca2+-ion coordination by an N atom

Ten years ago, Nayal & Di Cera (1994) found only O atoms

coordinating Ca2+ ions in the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977). To

date, 3170 different Ca2+-binding sites have been identi®ed in

the Metalloprotein Database (Castagnetto et al., 2002), 13 of

which contain a histidine side-chain N atom as a ligand,

corresponding to nine structurally different sites. These sites

belong to eight different protein structures: squid-type

DFPase (Scharff, Koepke et al., 2001), yeast frequenin (Ames

et al., 2000), sex-hormone-binding globulin (Grishkovskaya et

al., 2000), Rop (Willis et al., 2000), Pnb esterase (Spiller et al.,

1999), gingipain R (Eichinger et al., 1999), concanavalin A

(Bouckaert et al., 2000) and exo-amylase (Morishita et al.,

1997), with the Ca2+ coordination distributed about equally

between N�1 and N"2 of the respective histidines.

We recently elucidated the orientation of the imidazole ring

of His274 by the size of the contoured atomic electron-density

volumes (Koepke et al., 2002). However, there remained some

Figure 2
One of the two MES buffer molecules identi®ed in the solvent region.
The 2Foÿ Fc map shown in green is contoured at 0.75�. The occupancy of
the MES buffer molecule was set to 0.8 to meet the temperature factors
of neighbouring water molecules. Figures containing electron-density
information are extracted from XTALVIEW (McRee, 1999) and have
been generated with Raster3D (Bacon & Anderson, 1988; Merritt &
Murphy, 1994).

Figure 1
Overall structure of the squid-type DFPase. View of the molecule down
the pseudo-sixfold axis. The shaded propeller blades are labelled 1 to 6
and are colour coded from magenta to red, as are the four antiparallel
�-strands belonging to each blade, which are themselves named A to D
from the inside to the outside (molecule drawing from Scharff, Koepke et
al., 2001).



uncertainty about the protonation of the N atoms of this

histidine, because of the bond lengths around C"1. In Fig. 3 the

protonation of N"2 is clearly visible, while N�1 is unprotonated

and coordinates Ca2. The coordination of the Ca2+ ion by N�1

produces an aromatic imidazolium ion with the positive charge

delocalized between the two N atoms. This resonance stabi-

lization thus apparently induces identical C"1ÐN�1 and

C"1ÐN"2 bond lengths, analogous to a doubly protonated

imidazole ring. Moreover, such a charge delocalization might

impart additional stability to the Ca2+-binding site.

3.2. Hydrogen bonds between antiparallel b-strands

The H atoms between the carbonyl O atoms and the

backbone N atoms are clearly visible for the two innermost

antiparallel �-strands A and B of each blade, as indicated in

Fig. 4. Since the hydrogen bonds are rather long, the protons

stay close to the donor. Only in the shortest of the four

hydrogen bonds has the proton moved slightly to the centre of

the bond. Moreover, all four protons that account for

secondary hydrogen bonds from the neighbouring C� atom to

the same backbone O atom are also visible.

In Table 2, the hydrogen bonds found in DFPase are

compared with data published by Fabiola et al. (1997). Since

the DFPase structure contains only antiparallel �-sheets as

secondary-structure elements, except for a small �-helical turn

at the C-terminus, all hydrogen bonds found inside these

�-sheets belong to only two different hydrogen-bond types.

The location and length of the secondary-structure elements in

DFPase were classi®ed according to Kabsch & Sander (1983).

The primary hydrogen bonds of the type NÐH� � �O C could

be drawn from the SHELX listing (Sheldrick & Schneider,
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Figure 3
Electron density around His274 and Ca2. The 2Fo ÿ Fc map shown in
green is contoured at 3�. C, N and O atoms as well as the Ca2+ ion can be
distinguished by their different sizes. The Fo ÿ Fc difference map of a
hydrogen-de®cient model is contoured in cyan at 2�. The densities of the
H atoms attached to the His274 imidazole ring are clearly visible. The
bond lengths in the ring are given in AÊ and the coordination of Ca2 is
indicated by thin grey lines.

Figure 4
Hydrogen bonds between two antiparallel �-strands. The 2Fo ÿ Fc

electron density shown in green is contoured at 3�, while the Fo ÿ Fc

difference density calculated from a model with missing H atoms is
contoured in cyan at 2�. Putative hydrogen bonds are indicated by thin
grey lines, with the distances between the respective N and O atoms given
in AÊ .

Table 2
Hydrogen bonds in antiparallel �-sheets.

Hydrogen-bond
type

DFPase
mean (�)
(AÊ ) t²

11 protein
structures
mean (m)³ (AÊ )

NÐH���O C
H���O (AÊ ) 2.10 (0.14)§ 11.1 1.94
N���O (AÊ ) 2.91 (0.13) 2.0 2.89
NÐH���O (�) 160.0 (9.9) 1.7 158
n 96 49

C�ÐH���O C
H���O (AÊ ) 2.49 (0.14) 6.3 2.37
C����O (AÊ ) 3.31 (0.14) 1.3 3.27
C�ÐH���O (�) 141.9 (5.2) 2.4 141
n 53 49

² t = |� ÿ m|/��. ³ Fabiola et al. (1997). § The values in parentheses represent the
sample standard deviation (�).
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1997), while the secondary hydrogen bonds were only taken

into account at the C� atom of the neighbouring amino acid

one position down the sequence when its C�� � �O distance was

<3.5 AÊ and additionally the corresponding C�ÐH� � �O angle

was >130�, as de®ned in Fabiola et al. (1997). The function t in

column 3 of Table 2 can be used as a test value, indicating

whether the data found for DFPase deviate signi®cantly from

the values given by Fabiola et al. (1997). Values of low con®-

dence (in bold type) do not belong to the same distribution

(see Appendix B for de®nitions). As documented in Table 2,

the H� � �O distances of the two hydrogen-bond types are

signi®cantly different, probably owing to the donor-to-

hydrogen distances used in our study. We did not re®ne the

hydrogen positions, but used values preset in the SHELX96

program (Sheldrick & Schneider, 1997), positioning the H

atoms 0.89 AÊ away from the N and 0.98 AÊ from the C� atom,

in a geometrical orientation de®ned by the other atoms bound

to the donor. All other mean values drawn from the hydrogen

bonds in DFPase lie below the con®dence level and are

therefore comparable to the values found in the literature.

3.3. Bond lengths and bond angles versus restraints

In Tables 3 and 4, standard values of statistical analysis are

listed in cases where great differences to the respective

restraints occur: the weighted means

(�), the respective weighted sample

standard deviations (�) and the mean

standard deviations (��) were calcu-

lated from the 208 most reliable

residues of the re®ned DFPase struc-

ture. According to Engh & Huber

(1991), the standard deviation of the

mean provides an estimate of the

accuracy of this value, while the stan-

dard deviation of a parameter in the

sample provides its force constant, since

the force constants of stereochemical

restraints are directly proportional to

1/�2. Therefore, we have listed in

parentheses the sample standard

deviation and as an additional column

the mean standard deviation, which was

calculated as indicated in Appendix B

and can be used for an immediate test

according to the function t = |�ÿm|/��.

To test the signi®cance of deviations

from the Engh & Huber (1991, 2001)

parameters listed in the sixth column,

F-test values were calculated as quoti-

ents of two �2 values. Engh & Huber

(1991) employed the F distribution to

investigate the reliability of the force

constants and to F-test the consistency

of samples with differing standard

deviations. The F-test values are listed

in column 7 of Tables 3 and 4. Signi®-

cant values must exceed 2.18 or 3.06, corresponding to a 95%

(italics) or 99% (bold) con®dence level, respectively. In this

work, the �2 values were calculated by distributing the

measured values from ÿ3� to +3� into 21 bins, followed by a

comparison with a Gaussian distribution, as described in

Appendix B. The ®rst of the two �2 values, listed as last

column in Tables 3 and 4, was calculated with a Gaussian

distribution derived from the weighted means of the samples

and their standard deviations. A second �2 value was calcu-

lated analogously with a Gaussian distribution, derived from

the respective restraint and its standard deviation. In a strict

sense, the F-test values are only valid when the distribution of

the samples is truly Gaussian, which can be tested by the ®rst

�2 value.

The restraints in column 6 are taken from Engh & Huber

(1991) only when type-based mean values are listed, as indi-

cated in column 2 by the corresponding bond-type names in

bold. Since in a more recent publication (Engh & Huber,

2001) type-based mean values are no longer included, we also

compared atom-based mean values listed for different amino

acids (labelled with the corresponding amino-acid name in

column 1) with the mean values from that publication. We use

the terms `type-based' and `atom-based' in analogy to BruÈ nger

(1992). The �2 values in the last columns of Tables 3 and 4

indicate signi®cant deviations from a Gaussian distribution

Table 3
Comparison of mean bond lengths and restraints.

Residue Bond type² Bonds Mean³ (AÊ ) ��§ (AÊ ) Restraint} (AÊ ) F-test²² �2
1

CÐO 334 1.234 (14) 0.001 1.229 (19) 1.52 3.90
Trp CÐO 6 1.237 (12) 0.005 1.229 (19) 2.36 1.54

CH1EÐNH1 255 1.452 (14) 0.001 1.459 (20) 1.19 2.50
His C�ÐN 6 1.443 (16) 0.007 1.459 (20) 2.27 2.55

CÐNH1 292 1.331 (15) 0.001 1.336 (23) 2.16 2.44
Met CÐN 7 1.330 (9) 0.003 1.336 (23) 2.03 2.03

CH1EÐCH1E 104 1.538 (19) 0.002 1.542 (23) 1.01 3.73
Ile C�ÐC� 19 1.542 (22) 0.005 1.544 (23) 3.07 19.63

Gaussian ®t 1.542 (20) 0.005 5.76 1.11
CÐCH2E 60 1.514 (25) 0.003 1.516 (25) 1.68 8.37
Gaussian ®t 1.515 (26) 0.003 2.90 1.71

Gln CÐC� 12 1.517 (23) 0.007 1.506 (23) 2.60 0.78
CH2GÐNH1 31 1.444 (14) 0.003 1.456 (15) 3.62 1.06

Gly C�ÐN 31
CÐNH2 27 1.322 (26) 0.005 1.324 (25) 1.06 0.64

Gln C�ÐN"2 12 1.313 (21) 0.006 1.324 (25) 5.63 30.43
Gaussian ®t 1.315 (32) 0.009 9.38 0.58
CH2EÐCH3E 19 1.501 (43) 0.010 1.513 (39) 3.45 1.54

Ile C1ÐC�1 19 1.501 (43) 0.010 1.500 (69) 1.84 1.77
CÐNC2 11 1.318 (24) 0.007 1.326 (13) 4.77 0.80

Arg C�ÐN�1 6 1.315 (15) 0.006 1.326 (13) 3.97 0.36
Arg C�ÐN�2 5 1.320 (33) 0.014 1.326 (13) 3.54 1.15

C5ÐCR1E 6 1.335 (14) 0.006 1.356 (11) 3.17 0.34
His CÐC�2 6 1.335 (14) 0.006 1.354 (9) 3.27 0.35
HisD CÐC�2 2 1.341 (21) 0.015 1.353 (17) 1.94 0.56
HisE CÐC�2 4 1.333 (13) 0.006 1.353 (14) 2.48 1.11

C5ÐNH1 6 1.386 (15) 0.006 1.378 (11) 2.19 0.57
His CÐN�1 6 1.386 (15) 0.006 1.380 (10) 2.18 0.41
HisD CÐN�1 2 1.379 (4) 0.003 1.369 (15) 1.03 0.72
HisE CÐN�1 4 1.389 (17) 0.009 1.383 (22) 1.01 0.29

² The bond types in bold are labelled according to Engh & Huber (1991). ³ Weighted mean, �=
P

i�!ixi�=
P

i�!i�, and
weighted sample standard deviation, � = {n/(nÿ 1)

P
i�!i��ÿ xi�2�=

P
i�!i�}, with weight !i = 1/�2

i (Bevington, 1969). The
values in parentheses refer to the last digits of the mean and represent the sample standard deviation. § Mean standard
deviation, �� = (�2/n)1/2. } Engh & Huber (1991, 2001). ²² F = �2

1/�2
2, with �2

1 calculated with the mean values and
their standard deviations, while �2

2 was calculated using the restraints.



whenever 7.6 or 10.1 are exceeded (corresponding to con®-

dence levels of 95 or 99%, which are marked in bold or italic

type, respectively). In Table 3, 15 F-test values exceed the

tabulated 5% limit and nine values exceed the 1% limit for an

F-distribution with n ÿ 2 degrees of freedom (Bronshtein &

Semendyayev, 1985), two of which are not Gaussian, while 21

values exceed the 5% and eight values even the 1% limit in

Table 4.

Interestingly, each of the two deviations from a Gaussian

distribution in Table 3 can be overcome with a Gaussian

function ®tted to the sample distribution. The lines labelled

`Gaussian ®t' in the second column of Table 3 are shown

whenever these ®ts have reduced the �2 value. In each case,

the respective F-test value was increased and the peak posi-

tions of the ®t were insigni®cantly shifted. The difference

might arise from outliers (>|3�|) which are not regarded in the

sample distribution. Aside from that, we observed another

abnormality only for mean values

with high population (n > 150),

which is not re¯ected in the

�2 values but might be worth

mentioning in this context. All

these mean value distributions

have a positive deviation close to

their peak position, which can be

described by a second very sharp

Gaussian function. This sharp

deviation seems to broaden when

re®nement without restraints

progresses, but it does not vanish

when the convergence of re®ne-

ment is reached. Presumably,

these deviations are remainders

from the restrained re®nement

that was performed before the

restraints were switched off.

The ®rst three bond types in

Table 3 belong to backbone bonds

and according to their F-test

values, two residues of these types

show a signi®cant difference in

the DFPase: the CÐO bond of

the tryptophans and the NÐC�

bond of the histidines. The

differences observed for the

CÐN bond of methionines are

on the borderline. Two other

type-based mean values (CH1EÐ

CH1E, CÐCH2E) have no

signi®cant deviation from their

restraints, but each shows a

signi®cant difference for an atom-

based type of a single amino acid:

(i) the C�ÐC� bond of the

isoleucines and (ii) the CÐC�

bond of the glutamines. All these

®ve type-based mean values at the

top of Table 3 have values in good agreement with their

restraints owing to their relatively high populations, but

cannot re¯ect the differences occurring for certain amino acids

that belong to these respective types. On the other hand, the

type-based mean values CH2GÐNH1, CH2EÐCH3E,

CÐNC2, C5ÐCR1E and C5ÐNH1 have been F-tested not to

belong to the same parent distribution as the restraints;

however, these values are based on small populations. Hence,

these values need to be put on a larger base to obtain better

statistics. The differences in the C5ÐCR1E and C5ÐNH1

restraints can be accounted for by the protonation state of the

histidines. Subsequently, only the HisE entry belonging to the

C5ÐCR1E type remains signi®cantly different from the

restraints, while the corresponding histidine bonds for the

C5ÐNH1 type average to two new mean values of 1.389 (17)

and 1.379 (4) AÊ , respectively, with new F-test values close to

unity.
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Table 4
Comparison of mean bond angles and restraints.

Residue Angle type² Angles Mean³ (�) ��§ (�) Restraint} (�) F-test²² �2
1

CÐCH1EÐNH1 254 109.8 (2.1) 0.1 111.0 (2.7) 1.71 2.89
Thr CÐC�ÐN 18 110.5 (1.9) 0.5 111.0 (2.7) 2.23 0.19

CH1EÐCÐNH1 258 116.4 (1.6) 0.1 117.2 (2.2) 1.82 1.89
Met C�ÐCÐN 7 116.5 (1.1) 0.4 117.2 (2.2) 3.50 3.43
HisD C�ÐCÐN 2 114.6 (2.9) 2.0 117.2 (2.2) 2.29 1.30
Trp C�ÐCÐN 6 116.9 (0.9) 0.4 117.2 (2.2) 2.16 1.23

OÐCÐCH1E 276 120.7 (1.4) 0.1 120.1 (2.1) 2.28 2.73
Cys OÐCÐC� 8 120.9 (1.4) 0.5 120.1 (2.1) 2.13 1.05

OÐCÐNH1 287 122.9 (1.3) 0.1 122.7 (1.6) 1.48 1.41
Ser OÐCÐN 7 122.1 (2.3) 0.9 122.7 (1.6) 2.29 1.47

CÐCH1EÐCH2E 180 110.7 (2.5) 0.2 110.4 (2.0) 1.01 1.32
Asp CÐC�ÐC� 19 112.7 (3.2) 0.7 110.4 (2.0) 3.54 1.01
HisD CÐC�ÐC� 2 107.5 (0.1) 0.1 110.4 (2.0) 2.21 0.73
Tyr CÐC�ÐC� 8 109.1 (2.4) 0.8 110.4 (2.0) 2.64 0.65

CH2EÐCH1EÐNH1 160 110.8 (1.6) 0.1 110.6 (1.8) 1.01 1.23
Ser C�ÐC�ÐN 6 110.6 (2.1) 0.8 110.5 (1.5) 2.33 0.69
Tyr C�ÐC�ÐN 8 111.1 (2.5) 0.9 110.6 (1.8) 2.79 0.96

CH1EÐCH2EÐC 34 113.3 (2.6) 0.5 113.4 (2.2) 1.01 0.79
Asn C�ÐC�ÐC 15 113.3 (2.0) 0.5 113.4 (2.2) 2.45 1.24

CH1EÐCH2EÐCH1E 12 114.4 (0.8) 0.2 115.3 (2.3) 2.65 2.08
Leu C�ÐC�ÐC 12

OCÐCÐOC 34 124.0 (1.6) 0.3 123.3 (1.9) 4.36 6.30
Asp O�1ÐCÐO�2 19 124.1 (1.3) 0.3 123.3 (1.9) 1.08 0.66
Glu O"1ÐC�ÐO"2 15 123.7 (2.2) 0.6 123.3 (1.2) 1.14 0.82

CH2EÐNH1ÐC 6 126.5 (2.3) 0.9 123.6 (1.4) 8.78 0.77
Arg C�ÐN"ÐC� 6

CH2EÐC5ÐCR1E 6 131.5 (1.2) 0.5 129.1 (1.3) 3.86 0.94
His C�ÐCÐC�2 6 131.5 (1.2) 0.5 131.4 (1.2) 1.13 0.98
HisD C�ÐCÐC�2 2 131.7 (0.5) 0.4 130.8 (3.1) 1.65 0.56
HisE C�ÐCÐC�2 4 131.4 (1.4) 0.7 129.7 (1.6) 2.58 0.80

C5ÐCR1EÐNH1 4 107.6 (1.4) 0.7 106.7 (1.2) 5.41 1.47
HisE CÐC�2ÐN"2 4

CH1EÐCH1EÐCH2E 18 111.6 (1.8) 0.4 111.0 (1.9) 2.78 2.45
Ile C�ÐC�ÐC2 18

C5WÐCWÐCW 6 106.7 (1.0) 0.4 107.3 (0.8) 4.04 1.17
Trp CÐC�2ÐC"2 6

C5WÐCWÐCR1E 6 134.4 (1.5) 0.6 133.9 (0.9) 3.73 0.27
Trp CÐC�2ÐC"3 6

CR1EÐNH1ÐCW 6 108.4 (1.0) 0.4 109.0 (0.9) 2.88 0.66
Trp C�1ÐN"1ÐC"2 6

² The bond types in bold are labelled according to Engh & Huber (1991). ³ Weighted mean, � =
P

i�!ixi�=
P

i�!i�, and
weighted sample standard deviation, � = {n/(n ÿ 1)

P
i�!i��ÿ xi�2�=

P
i�!i�}, with weight !i = 1/�2

i (Bevington, 1969). The values
in parentheses refer to the last digits of the mean and represent the sample standard deviation. § Mean standard deviation, ��=
(�2/n)1/2. } Engh & Huber (1991, 2001). ²² F = �2

1/�2
2, with �2

1 calculated with the mean values and their standard deviations,
while �2

2 was calculated using the restraints.
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The statements made above regarding signi®cant deviations

of the bond-length mean values from the restraints also hold

for the bond-angle mean values listed in Table 4. Again, the

®rst type-based mean values with high sample populations

show no major discrepancies from their corresponding

restraints, but for individual amino acids they display several

atom-based mean values with signi®cant differences according

to the F-test values. For example, in Table 4 the CÐCH1EÐ

CH2E type shows signi®cant differences for Asp, HisD and

Tyr. This bond-angle type was evaluated by Lamzin et al.

(1995) for four protein structures re®ned at atomic resolution.

We can con®rm their threonine value, which was based in

Lamzin et al. (1995) on 77 observations; however, in particular

for less populated amino acids, we ®nd other values. The

values further down in Table 4 do not have high populations,

but also show discrepancies in their type-based mean values.

The mean value for CH2EÐC5ÐCR1E can be split into two

values by differentiating between the various histidine

protonation states, thus generating smaller F-test values.

Nevertheless, the value for HisE shows a signi®cant deviation

(95% con®dence) in analogy with the CÐC�2 atom-based

mean value mentioned above. On the other hand, the large

discrepancy between the CH2EÐC5ÐCR1E type-based

mean value and the restraint published by Engh & Huber

(1991) disappears when the value for a double-protonated

histidine (His) reported in the more recent publication by

Engh & Huber (2001) is used instead for comparison. Another

type-based mean value for a bond angle involving the same

CÐC�2 bond, C5ÐCR1EÐNH1, also shows a signi®cant

F-test value for the N"2-protonated histidines. We therefore

propose that the deviations observed for HisE are real, in

contrast to the deviation of the CH2EÐC5ÐCR1E mean

value, even though the number of samples on which this

statement is based is rather small.

3.4. Distances of Ca2+-ion coordination

The coordination distances involving the two Ca2+ poly-

hedra are listed in Table 5. A mean value is calculated from

the Ca2+ÐGlu, Ca2+ÐAsn, Ca2+ÐAsp and Ca2+ÐLeu oxygen

coordinations, which are all restrained to the same value in

REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 1999). Despite the different

coordination numbers with seven (Ca1) and six (Ca2) ligands

and despite the obvious elongations in the case of the seven-

fold coordination at Ca1, the mean value agrees very well with

the restraint, as con®rmed by the low F-test value of 1.10. The

two different coordination numbers are the reason for the

relatively high sample standard deviation of this mean value.

When the data are split according to the coordination number,

the sample standard deviations are reduced and averaged to

new mean values of 2.362 (24) and 2.247 (37) AÊ for sevenfold

and sixfold coordination, respectively. Therefore, we assume

that the restraint is only a rough estimate, which takes into

account several different coordination numbers at once.

In REFMAC5 the CaÐHis coordination is restrained to

2.325 (20) AÊ , a value considerably shorter than the measured

coordination distance of 2.373 (6) AÊ (Table 4). Merging the

NÐCa distances data found in the Metalloprotein Database

(Castagnetto et al., 2002), except for the distance from yeast

frequenin (Ames et al., 2000) whose coordinates were derived

by modelling, the value becomes even shorter. The mean value

of 2.2 AÊ with a standard deviation of 0.2 AÊ demonstrates that

very few or no NÐCa distances in these structures were

restrained, probably owing to the unavailability of a reliable

restraint. A better choice for the application of a CaÐN

coordination restraint in protein-structure re®nements is the

measured high-resolution coordination distance presented

here.

Table 6
Averaged torsion angles.

DFPase Average²

Angle type³ �min (�) � (�) �min (�) � (�)

NH1ÐCH1E ÿ105.5, 62.9 26.6 ÿ89.2, 60.0 29.9
NH1ÐCH2G ÿ87.7, 93.4 28.8 90.9, 92.2 30.8
NH1ÐCH1P ÿ66.0 11.0 ÿ65.8 10.4
CH1EÐC ÿ13.4, 139.3 22.5 ÿ27.0, 138.1 24.8
CH2GÐC 8.7, 178.3 25.6 ÿ7.0, 179.2 28.3
CÐNH1 178.6 7.3 179.3 6.2
CH1EÐCH2E ÿ64.7, 66.1, 183.7 7.1 ÿ65.8, 64.7, 179.6 11.6
CH1EÐCH1E ÿ58.0, 63.7, 180.8 5.5 ÿ60.4, 62.7, 178.3 8.0
CH2EÐCH2E ÿ65.5, 69.3, 179.7 10.6 ÿ67.9, 69.4, 179.5 15.7
CH2EÐC ÿ23.4, 152.1 38.9 ÿ12.3, 165.1 41.0
CH2EÐC5 ÿ79.1, 100.3 30.1 ÿ83.0, 97.6 34.4
CH2EÐCF ÿ96.1, 91.0 15.8 ÿ70.4, 83.2 26.0
CH2EÐC5W ÿ126.4, 90.6 10.0 ÿ77.3, 82.7 33.8
CH2EÐCY ÿ99.8, 119.0 28.7 ÿ76.1, 84.1 22.8
CH2EÐSM ÿ88.2, 67.6 16.0 ÿ67.7, 72.4, 181.4 19.0
CH2EÐNH1 ÿ86.1, 76.9, 178.6 19.9 ÿ89.5, 91.8, 181.0 16.4
CH1PÐCH2E ÿ24.4, 27.2 8.3 ÿ24.0, 25.7 8.0
CH2EÐCH2P ÿ36.3, 33.3 8.4 ÿ33.4, 34.2 8.9
CH2PÐCH2P ÿ28.9, 30.5 7.4 ÿ30.6, 27.2 7.8
CH2PÐN ÿ13.8, 14.0 6.5 ÿ12.0, 15.6 6.5

² Priestle (2003). ³ Angle types are labelled according to Engh & Huber (1991).

Table 5
Coordination distances in the Ca2+ polyhedrons.

(a) Individual bonds.

Bond Length² (AÊ ) Bond Length² (AÊ )

Ca1ÐGlu21 O"2 2.348 (5) Ca2ÐAsp232 O�2 2.212 (6)
Ca1ÐAsn120 O�1 2.348 (5) Ca2ÐLeu273 O 2.263 (4)
Ca1ÐAsn175 O�1 2.397 (5) Ca2ÐHis274 N�1 2.373 (6)
Ca1ÐAsp229 O�1 2.357 (5) Ca2ÐWat 2.246 (5)
Ca1ÐWat 2.349 (5) Ca2ÐWat 2.253 (5)
Ca1ÐWat 2.476 (5) Ca2ÐWat 2.300 (5)
Ca1ÐWat 2.515 (6)

(b) Bond type.

Bonds Mean²² (AÊ ) ��³ (AÊ ) Restraint§ (AÊ ) F-test}

CaÐOC 6 2.321 (65) 0.027 2.320 (20) 1.10

² The numbers in parentheses refer to the last digits of the mean and represent the e.s.d.s
or sample standard deviations, respectively. ² Weighted mean, � =

P
i�!ixi�=

P
i�!i�,

and weighted sample standard deviation, � = {n/(n ÿ 1)
P

i�!i��ÿ xi�2�=
P

i�!i�}, with
weight !i = 1/�2

i (Bevington, 1969). The values in parentheses refer to the last digits of the
mean and represent the sample standard deviation. ³ Mean standard deviation, �� =
(�2/n)1/2. § From REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 1999). } F = �2

1/�2
2, with �2

1

calculated with the mean values and their standard deviation, while �2
2 was calculated

using the restraints.

}³ § ²²

³

§
} ²²



3.5. Torsion angles and rotamers

Recently, Priestle (2003) has analyzed the distributions of

dihedral angles obtained from 46 high-resolution structures

(<1.2 AÊ resolution) found in the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977)

and compared them with restraints used for torsion angles in

the programs X-PLOR (BruÈ nger, 1992) and CNS (BruÈ nger et

al., 1998). We have summed up the corresponding averaged

torsion angles for DFPase and compared them in Table 6 with

the values found by Priestle (2003). Obviously, when

comparing respective values, the standard deviations (�) of

the torsion angles are in general large enough to prevent the

observable differences from becoming signi®cant. The only

exception, the ®rst angle in the CH2EÐC5W angle type, is

based on only one observation in DFPase, whereas the stan-

dard deviations were derived from all torsion angles of the

respective type. Therefore, the difference for this torsion angle

re¯ects only a normal deviation inside a larger ensemble, but

not a signi®cant difference from the average. For the CH2EÐ

SM angle type we found only two different maxima instead of

three as in Priestle (2003), probably owing to our limited

number of observations. Nevertheless, because of the large

standard deviations of the torsion angles, it appears that their

force constants become small and their in¯uence as restraints

is very limited.

Another concept for incorporating the valuable informa-

tion inherent in torsion angles into the re®nement is worth

considering, although it has not yet found entrance into any

re®nement program. Torsion angles of amino-acid side chains

in proteins can only occupy a limited number of conformations

in space, owing to energy minima that are related to van der

Waals constraints and avoidance of clashes. These possible

conformations are usually called rotamers of the respective

amino acid. The ®rst systematical classi®cation of the rotamers

for all 20 amino acids was presented by Ponder & Richards

(1987). Dunbrack & Karplus (1993) introduced a backbone-

dependence in their rotamer library for side-chain prediction.

We have calculated torsion angles from our coordinates and

classi®ed them according to the Penultimate Rotamer Library,

published by Lovell et al. (2000). The rotamers from four and

three torsion angles are shown in Table 7, while Table 8

contains the rotamers of amino acids with two and one torsion

angles. The symbols for the listed rotamers follow the

nomenclature of Lovell et al. (2000). Letters are used in the

symbols when the orientations of the respective torsion angles

cluster close to the values 180�, +60� or ÿ60�, where t stands

for trans, i.e. 180�, p for gauche+ or +60� and m for gaucheÿ or

ÿ60�. In well determined cases, numbers are used in the last

torsion-angle position for values different from the three

standard angles by more than 5 or 10�. In addition, very ¯at

distributions 180� wide are shown in bold.

The small number of rotamers which could not be classi®ed

and were thus accounted for in Tables 7 and 8 by the line

called `rest' indirectly con®rms that most rotamers in DFPase

®t well to the proposed types. In most cases there is only a

single `rest'. Only for proline and glutamate is the `rest' larger

(3 and 2, respectively), while phenylalanine, glutamine and all

amino acids with only one torsion angle have no unclassi®able

`rest'. In the third column, the distribution of each amino acid

side chain into the different rotamer types is given in percent

for better comparison with the percentage of rotamers in the

library distribution (fourth column), which was calculated

from 240 structures of the PDB with a resolution better than

1.7 AÊ . The agreement between these distributions is poor for

arginine, lysine and methionine. Still, some of these values

show the same tendency, even though the number of samples

is too low for reasonable statistics. Since for proline the

number of rotamers is limited to three different possibilities, in

this case the consensus with the library is quite high.

The agreement is generally better for rotamers of amino

acids with two or one torsion angle. The highest agreement, of

course, is found for the bottom amino acids of Table 8, where

in particular isoleucine, leucine, tyrosine and phenylalanine ®t

well when the values in parentheses in the fourth column,

which represent the percent distribution for rotamers of side

chains with a �-folded backbone, are taken into account.

Hence, the classi®cation of side-chain torsion angles in the
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Table 7
Penultimate rotamers (Lowell et al., 2000) (four and three torsion angles).

DFPase Library

Type Rotamers % %²

Arg
ttp 180 1 17 3 (3)
mmm 180 1 17 1 (2)
ttm ÿ85 1 17 3 (3)
mtp 180 1 17 5 (3)
ptp 85 1 17 18 (19)
Rest 1 15 <1 (1)

Lys
mtpt 1 6 3 (2)
mttt 6 38 20 (14)
mttm 2 13 5 (5)
mtmt 1 6 3 (2)
tttp 2 13 4 (5)
mmtm 1 6 1 (1)
mmtt 1 6 6 (5)
tptt 1 6 3 (1)
Rest 1 6 19 (20)

Met
mmm 2 50 19 (16)
tpp 1 25 5 (2)
ptp 1 25 2 (3)
Rest 14 (16)

Glu
mm ÿ40 7 47 13 (7)
mt ÿ10 4 27 33 (29)
tt 0 1 7 24 (42)
pt ÿ20 1 7 5 (9)
Rest 2 12 9 (8)

Gln
mm ÿ40 4 34 15 (13)
pt 20 1 8 4 (5)
mt ÿ30 3 25 35 (26)
tt 0 3 25 16 (29)
mm 100 1 8 3 (1)
Rest 12 (14)

Pro
exo 7 35 43 (28)
endo 9 45 44 (54)
cis, endo 1 5 6 (1)
Rest 3 15 7 (16)

² Values in parentheses are for side chains with a �-fold at the respective backbone.
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Penultimate Rotamer Library also holds for atomic resolution

structures and it is therefore a valuable tool for predicting

side-chain orientations and could even aid the re®nement

process in future re®nement programs. This may include a

certain weakness for longer side chains, which should be

improved by future investigations producing a larger statistical

basis.

4. Conclusions

In the current study, with data derived from only a single

atomic resolution data set, signi®cant differences to the

restraints derived by Engh & Huber (1991) were detected for

bond lengths and bond angles affecting single amino acids. On

the other hand, mean values derived from a larger number of

samples and merged over several amino acids, such as back-

bone data for example, show lesser deviations from the

restraints. To decide whether this conclusion is sound or not, it

is necessary to consider the quality of the data obtained.

When the number of samples is small, the standard devia-

tions calculated for the averaged bond lengths and bond

angles remain within the range of values derived from small-

molecule structures of the Cambridge Structural Database

(CSD), which are commonly used as restraints. However,

when the number of samples is larger (n > 100), the standard

deviations calculated were clearly better than those of the

restraints. This number of samples can only be reached when

for example all backbone bonds or angles are combined. Data

for single amino acids do not reach this extent. To improve the

statistics for single amino acids, averaging over data of several

ultrahigh-resolution data sets is required. Presumably, 10±20

atomic resolution structures of the same size as DFPase should

be suf®cient to create such a database which provides enough

information to reach a comparable data quality as we obtained

with the combined backbone data. To date, 135 protein and

peptide entries with a resolution better than 1.2 AÊ and 48 with

a resolution below 1.0 AÊ are listed in the PDB (Bernstein et

al., 1977). Hence, it now becomes feasible to construct a

protein-based library of stereochemical parameters based on a

suf®ciently large database of atomic resolution structures.

The quality of data obtained from the hydrogen bonds in

the antiparallel �-sheets of DFPase appears to be of high

quality and agrees with the data published for primary and

secondary hydrogen bonds. Hence, one could envisage using

these data as additional restraints in low-resolution data sets

where the number of observations is not high enough.

Rotamers are another class of data which are already used

to facilitate homology modelling (Bower et al., 1997), structure

prediction (Schrauber et al., 1993) and structure determination

(Jones et al., 1991). It is conceivable to use rotamer classes with

high population as a guideline for the spatial orientation of

side chains. With current computing power, it becomes

feasible to test all possible orientations and to select only the

best solution. In future structure-re®nement programs, the use

of rotamers might overcome the weak torsion-angle restraints

Table 8
Penultimate rotamers (Lowell et al., 2000) (two and one torsion
angle).

DFPase Library

Type Rotamers % %²

Asp
m ÿ20 6 32 51 (38)
p 30 6 32 9 (5)
t 0 5 26 21 (44)
p ÿ10 1 5 10 (2)
Rest 1 5 4 (5)

Asn
m ÿ20 6 40 39 (28)
m 120 3 20 4 (3)
t 30 2 13 15 (18)
t ÿ20 3 20 12 (21)
m ÿ80 1 7 8 (9)
Rest 6 (12)

Ile
pt 3 17 13 (13)
mt 9 50 60 (58)
mm 5 28 15 (16)
tt 1 5 8 (8)
Rest 1 (2)

Leu
tp 5 42 29 (36)
mt 6 50 59 (46)
mp 1 8 2 (5)
Rest 7 (7)

His
m 80 2 32 13 (10)
m ÿ70 1 17 29 (30)
p ÿ80 1 17 9 (6)
t 60 1 17 16 (17)
m 170 1 17 7 (3)
Rest 6 (8)

Trp
m 95 3 60 32 (43)
t ÿ105 1 20 16 (10)
Rest 1 20 6 (2)

Tyr
m ÿ85 4 50 43 (50)
m ÿ30 1 13 9 (4)
t 80 2 24 34 (25)
p 90 1 13 13 (21)
Rest 2 (1)

Phe
m ÿ85 8 53 44 (51)
t 40 3 20 33 (18)
p 90 4 27 13 (24)
Rest 2 (1)

Thr
m 3 19 43 (55)
t 1 6 7 (13)
p 12 75 49 (31)
Rest 1 (1)

Val
t 13 76 73 (72)
p 1 6 6 (8)
m 3 18 20 (20)
Rest 1 (1)

Ser
p 4 67 48 (36)
m 2 33 29 (29)
Rest 2 (0)

Cys
t 3 37 26 (45)
m 3 37 50 (32)
p 2 26 23 (23)
Rest 1 (0)

² Values in parentheses are for side chains with a �-fold at the respective backbone.



which, in our opinion, do not utilize the full information

contained in these data.

At 0.8 AÊ resolution Schmidt & Lamzin (2002) drew an

additional border, below which subatomic details of individual

atoms become available. Multipole re®nement (Guillot et al.,

2001) can account for deformations of the electron clouds

owing to bonding orbitals between the individual atoms. This

technique might provide interesting new results in a future

study using all DFPase data obtained to the highest resolution

of 0.82 AÊ .

APPENDIX A
Crystallographic target function

The crystallographic target function �2
Xray is minimized in

least-squares re®nements to reduce discrepancies between the

model and the N observed structure amplitudes,

�2
Xray �

PN
h

1

�2
F�h�
�jFo�h�j ÿ jFc�h�j�2;

where h = (h, k, l) is the reciprocal-lattice vector, |Fo| and |Fc|

are the observed and calculated structural amplitudes,

respectively, and �F is the uncertainty of the measured struc-

tural amplitudes. Terms accounting for stereochemical

restraints can be introduced into the target function when R

differences between ideal values rs and observations rm (as for

bond lengths, bond angles, torsion angles etc.), derived from

the model and weighted with their inverse variances �2
r , are

additionally minimized,

�2
Rst �

PR
j

1

�2
r �j�
�rs ÿ rm�j��2:

The different restraint types are accounted for in n different

restraint targets, �2
Rst and an overall target function, X2, can be

de®ned as the sum of these individual restraint targets and the

crystallographic target function,

X2 � Pn�1

i

�2
i � �2

Xray �
Pn

i

�2
Rst:

Precise ideal values, commonly termed restraints and used in

protein crystallography to increase the number of observa-

tions, were derived by Engh & Huber (1991) from small-

molecule crystallographic data stored in the Cambridge

Structural Database. Moreover, in a more recent contribution

by Engh & Huber (2001) to International Tables for Crystal-

lography Vol. F, individual mean values for the 20 different

amino acids are listed, calculated from a more recent version

of the same database. In a macromolecular structure re®ne-

ment at low resolution, up to half of the terms used to

calculate the overall target function X2 arise from restraints

and may therefore generate a huge bias in the minima search

in �2-space. Accurate restraints are thus essential for re®ne-

ment at low resolution.

APPENDIX B
Error analysis

The best experimental estimate of the parent standard

deviation � is given by the sample standard deviation s of a

distribution function ®tting the data. Provided the measure-

ments of unequal uncertainties follow a Gaussian distribution,

the most probable value for the mean � is the weighted

average

� �
P

i !ixiP
i !i

and the standard deviation can be estimated from the

weighted variance of the data (Bevington, 1969),

� ' s � n

�nÿ 1�

P
i

!i��ÿ xi�2P
i

!i

24 351=2

;

with the weight !i = 1/�i
2. Finally, the standard deviation of the

mean �� is

�� � ��2=n�1=2:

With these data, tests can be made to verify a hypothesis

concerning the distribution around a mean value. A test

function t can be de®ned as

t � j�ÿmj=��:
This follows the Student's distribution (Fisher & Yates, 1953)

and is used to test whether the distribution underlying the

mean value � deviates signi®cantly from a distribution with

the mean value m when the standard deviation �m is unknown.

For a greater number of samples (n > 30), t > 3 provides a

con®dence level of 99.8% for this deviation.

To calculate �2 values, the measured samples are distributed

into n bins to obtain a sample distribution D. For each bin, the

distributed values Di are compared with values derived from a

Gaussian distribution G, e.g. calculated from the corre-

sponding mean and its standard deviation,

�2 �Pn
i�1

�Gi ÿDi�2
�2�Di�

'Pn
i�1

�Gi ÿDi�2
Di

:

Since the standard deviation of the sample distribution is not

known, its value is approximated by the mean of all Di, which

is strictly valid only for a Poisson distribution. The �2 value has

to be normalized to the number of degrees of freedom,

�2
� � �2=�nÿ ��;

where � is the number of re®ned parameters.

A �2 test can be performed if the distribution D of the

samples is normal. This test yields a criterion of whether the

hypothesis is true or has to be rejected (e.g. according to a

con®dence level of 95 or 99%) when tabulated limits of a �2

distribution with n ÿ � degrees of freedom are exceeded

(Bronshtein & Semendyayev, 1985). Analogously, �2 values of

two different distributions can be tested using the F test if they

belong to the same parent distribution. In this case, the F-test

value proves this hypothesis to be 95 or 99% probable when
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the tabulated 5 or 1% limits, respectively, for an F-distribution

with n ÿ � degrees of freedom (Bronshtein & Semendyayev,

1985) are exceeded. The F-test value can be calculated as the

quotient of the two respective �2 values,

F � �2
1=�

2
2:

If F < 1, then the reciprocal 1/F is used.
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